SNAKEBUSTERS - THE MOST SOUGHT AFTER
REPTILE SHOW FOR AGRICULTURAL SHOWS

Furthermore, since July 2005, Section 32 of the new OH
and S Act has made demonstration with venomous snakes
with venom glands intact illegal in Victoria.
If you get some inferior outfit with venomous snakes with
venom glands intact and there’s a serious bite or death YOU will be liable and no insurance will cover you due to
the OH and S Act breach involved.
This makes Snakebusters the only company
allowed to take venomous species to ag. shows
in Victoria.
There are many other features, services and
extras, that further make Snakebusters the show
of choice.
We have our own signage, marquees, “barriers”
and the like.
The reptiles themselves are usually shipped in
one or two compact carrying cases which are
removed from the mall at the end of each day.
Pre-event advertising can be assisted with
photos, artwork, etc, that we can supply.
Due to demand we take bookings up to a year
ahead and are usually booked heavily during
the show season, doing major events and
shows throughout Victoria.
If you want Australia’s best reptile show at your
ag. show then book early to avoid
disappointment.
For further details about Snakebusters shows,
availability, etc please phone:
0412 777 211 or (03) 9812 3322
Snakebusters and Snakeman are registered and
protected trademarks. Unauthorised use prohibited.

Nothing pulls a crowd like live reptiles at an agricultural
show.
And no reptile show in Australia pulls a crowd like Raymond
Hoser and the Snakebusters team. Put simply, no other
reptile outfit comes close!
The two main elements are:
1 - World’s best deadly snake show, including being
the only one with the world’s top five deadliest!
2 - ... “full on hands on”, where the public then hold,
meet and greet, crocs, pythons, lizards and other critters.
No one else has this winning combination!
We are the best, most experienced handlers in the
business.
Remember Hoser wrote and published the book “Australian
Reptiles and Frogs” way back in 1989, which is still everyone
else’s “Bible” on snakes, etc… and not only that,
Snakebusters are the best entertainers. We handle reptiles
so the audience sees them like no one else can copy.
For ag. shows we usually do the following in rotation:
First is the world’s best “deadly snake show” from a our
marquee, or stage followed up with “hands on” touching or
handling by the audience (the “meet and greet”), which
usually includes small and huge pythons, lizards and
crocodiles.
The whole performance is slick and polished which is
amazing given that 30+ live animals are used.
While if required, the shows are customized to fit the
audience, the “snakebusters generic” show is generally
the best for events as it appeals to all ages and gender.
With press promotion beforehand, the attendance (and
spending) at your show will be better than ever!
Don’t be fooled by the false claims of no-name novice
reptile handlers.
Only the names “Snakebusters” and “Snakeman”,
“Raymond Hoser” are synonymous with the best things
reptile. Only Raymond Hoser can vefiably claim more than
thirty years as the leading edge of Australian reptile science,
be it authoring nine definitive books, countless scientific
breakthroughs and world leading papers, appearances in
numerous TV documentaries and having discovered and
named more new species of snake than anyone else in
Australia this century!
In 2008, in a direct “face-off” Snakebusters consistently
outdrew newly licenced rival outfits by between 50 and 90
per cent in the case of two shopping malls that risked
novice demonstrators who had neither venomous snakes
or any real “hands on”!
Yes, it’s common to see people travel across a state to see
the Snakebusters show.
Snakebusters are alone in using “venomoid” snakes for
all public shows. These are ones that have had their venom
glands surgically removed, making the shows ZERO RISK,
but the snakes or the crowd cannot tell any different.
Snakebusters is the only “No risk” venomous snake show!
The snakes themselves are better off being “venomoid” as
this frees them from the intense cruelty of being handled
with pinning sticks, tongs and the like, which are otherwise
used to move deadly snakes and makes the old fashioned
snake shows extremely cruel and (now) illegal under the
“Prevention of Cruelty to Animals Act 1986”.
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